LaGuardia Community College is an urban campus with 50,000 students.
Existing Vehicular Conditions

Substandard lane widths with high volumes 1,900 vehicles in the AM peak and 2,200 in the PM Peak
Existing Pedestrian Conditions

Pipe barriers and food vendors further narrow the width of the south sidewalk to 16'

South sidewalk constrained with pedestrian traffic

2,000+ Pedestrians in the peak hours
Existing Conditions

- Misuse of sidewalk by vehicles loading unloading
- Few pedestrians generators on north sidewalk = few pedestrians on 23’ wide sidewalk
Proposal

Narrow north sidewalk to 10’
Mark Standard 10’ moving lanes,
Widen south sidewalk to 27’
Remove pipe barriers
Narrow sidewalk on the north side of Thomson Ave to 10’ and widen the southern sidewalk to 24’-27’